Flying Focus Video Collective, a tax-exempt educational organization, has been producing works since January, 1991. Over 925 programs regarding public policy issues have been cablecast and/or shown at occasional public screenings.
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- Real Questions (#3)
  - This symbol indicates a show on DVD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographical Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean (Cuba, Haiti, etc.) 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle East 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean (Cuba, Haiti, etc.) 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restorative Listening&amp;Action 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested donation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The same for either format!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This symbol indicates a show on DVD with short turnaround (1-2 weeks instead of 4-6 weeks).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since 2005, our programs have been available on DVD as well as VHS videotape. Suggested donation the same for either format!

Due to space limitations, many of our programs are listed without full descriptions; in addition, some of our tapes are no longer available. Check our website for full listings.

FLYING FOCUS LENDING LIBRARIES

Don’t know if you want to own a copy of our program? Borrow one!

Want to hold a House Party—invite friends over and discuss some important public policy issues? Or show a video to your class?

Check out the Flying Focus Lending Library program.

Shows in the catalog marked Lending Library/Study Guide are available as of September, 2015.

Sponsor a tape or a DVD!

If you enjoy a program you order—sponsor it in the Lending Library!

Just return the video to us and let us know where to make it available.

FLYING FOCUS LENDING LIBRARIES

Lending Libraries / Study Guides

Programs marked "Lending Library/Study Guide" made possible by a grant from the Paul Robeson Fund for Independent Media, tapes marked *- come with Study Guides for House Party, Classroom, or Public Screening discussion, including a resource list and suggested contacts or actions.

Available Titles (as of September '18)

Multicultural Issues/Restorative Listening Project

Nathan McCall: The Effects of Gentrification (#1) • Porches and Smiles (#2) • Real Questions (#3) • Development of Gentrification in N/NE Portland (#4) • Turning Point (#5)

Health Care Alternatives

Rethinking Psychiatry

Media/Communications

The "Anarchist" Riot* • The Total Radio Guy * • Noam Chomsky: The Media & Democracy * • Remembering Nixon * • Interview with Marlon Riggs * • Being Critical of Mass Media: Critical Mass II *

Foreign Affairs

People’s Victory: US Releases Confiscated Video of Iraq Islands in the Video Stream: Haiti, Cuba & The US Media * • Dedicated to the Women of Former Yugoslavia * • Allan Nairn: Genocide in East Timor * • Cuba Si, Bloqueo, No! * • ¿Nosotros Somos Marcos! *

Urban Concerns

Peter Newman: Cities & Auto Dependence *

Police Accountability

When Police Kill: 3 Parents Speak Out *

Civil Rights

Portland Citizens Protest Terrorism * • Minority Profiling 101 • Convicted in the Womb

The Economy

Protest in Seattle: Resisting the WTO

Indigenous Peoples

Howard Zinn: 1492-1992, Reclaiming the People’s History *

Systems of Government

Michael Parenti: Democracy, State Power & the Myth of Capitalism Triumphant * • Noam Chomsky: Class War: Global Exploitation & the Grassroots Response

Feminist Issues

Witness This * • The Clothesline Project *

War and Peace

Risks of War Tax Resistance * • Barbara Ehrenreich: War & Society *

Environmental Justice

Solar Powered Boy * • Forest Conference Rally *

Animal Rights

Vegan Cooking • The Elephant in the Room

Organizing for Change

Prison Art Changes Lives

Miscellaneous

Rating the Protests *
Asian Pacific Islanders in the Fight for Racial Justice (parts 1&2)
Discussion hosted by the Asian Pacific American Network of OR on “Layered History, Linked Liberation: Solidarity and the Role of APIs.”  VB #102.2&3 $11

Intisar Abioto: The Black Portlanders Project (parts 1&2)
Portland-based artist shows and discusses photographs at Reed College during Black History Month 2016.  VB #99.2&3 $11

Juneteenth 2015: 150 Years Toward Freedom (parts 1&2)
Participants at the celebration talk about the holiday marking the end of slavery and its importance to all Americans.  VB #97.2&3 $11

The Latino Experience of Racism in Portland (parts 1&2)
Experiences of Latino educators in our supposedly liberal, inclusive city.  VB #91.2&3 $11

Overthrow the New Jim Crow (parts 1&2)
Author Michelle Alexander on class structure, our “justice” system and more.  VB #87.1&2 $11

Diversity and Thriving in Schools
Sonia Nieto says teachers knowing students can create successful classrooms/streaming/ VB #77.12&13 $11

Building a Multi-Ethnic Peace Movement
Human rights activist Rozell “Prexy” Nesbitt about war and economic deprivation.  VB #46.12 $8

No On Hate Forum (parts 1&2)
Police, FBI, sociology professor and city council discuss hate crimes.  VB #46.9&10 $11

RESTORATIVE ACTION PROJECT (RAP)
African American Dads (RAP #3, parts 1&2)
Three dads on challenges faced by African American fathers in Portland.  VB #86.6&7 $11

Sharif Abdullah on Inclusivity (RAP #2, parts 1&2)
The author/organizer discusses work with groups in conflict around the globe.  VB #83.13&41 $11

Healing Work (RAP #1, parts 1&2)
Pastor Don Frazier and Maceo Pettis on healing from racism and gentrification.  VB #82.10&11 $11

RESTORATIVE LISTENING PROJECT (RLP)
Turning Point (RLP #5, parts 1&2)
The end of the focus on gentrification after three years, and where to go next.  VB #78.2&3 $11

Development of Gentrification in N/NE Portland (RLP #4, parts 1&2)
Community-minded urban planner Carl Talton relates history of rising property values.  VB #75.4&5 $11

Real Questions (RLP #3, parts 1&2)
Pastor Don Frazier’s personal insight and advice about gentrification in Portland.  VB #71.6&7 $11

Porches and Smiles (RLP #2, parts 1&2)
Activists talk about N/NE Portland gentrification at a community meeting.  VB #70.11&12 $11

Nathan McCall: The Effects of Gentrification (RLP #1, parts 1&2)
The author discusses the influx of money into poor, mostly black neighborhoods.  VB #68.11&12 $11

Other Multicultural Issues titles:
Immigrants, Refugees and Human Rights: Center for Intercultural Organizing’s 5th Anniversary (parts 1&2)
Eric Ward and Pramila Jayapal on efforts for a just society, celebrating Portland’s CIO.  VB #70.1&2 $11
Cross Cultural Understanding (parts 1&2)
Stereotypes and communication barriers with people from the “Middle East” and women.  VB #41.13&42.1 $11
Clarence Lusane & Leslie Cagan: Race, Gender and Class Relations in the U.S. (parts 1&2)
Presidunce divides people.  VB #00.6&7 $11

African-American Forum
Charles Jordan on “What we need to make our communities stronger.”  (40 min.) SE #77 $11

The River Between (parts 1&2)
Also see: Interview with Marlon Riggs under “Media & Communications”

Matt Rosell Exposes Animal Abuse (parts 1&2)
Former primate tech blows whistle on conditions of monkey research at OHSU.  VB #40.5&6 $11

The Human Cost of Animal Research (parts 1&2)
Former animal experimenter Ray Greek explains how animal research wastes money.  VB #39.8&9 $11

John Robbins: Take a Stand
Author on the importance of a vegan lifestyle and standing up for animals and the planet.  (90 min.) SE #99 $14

Benefit for the Chimps of Cameroon
Dr. Sheri Speedee tells of chimp’s in an African sanctuary; Kevin Nealon hosts.  VB #38.6 $8

Carol Adams: The Sexual Politics of Meat
Lecture/slide show linking women, animals, people of color and non-heterosexuals as “absent referents” in patriarchal society.  (90 min.) SE #97 $14

You Bet They Die (parts 1&2)
20,000 greyhounds who can no longer win races are put to death each year.  VB #33.4&5 $11

What the Food Industry Won’t Tell You (parts 1&2)
vegan ex-cattle rancher Howard Lyman and ex-dairy inspector Virgil Hulse, MD on the evils of the dairy industry.  VB #32.1&2 $11

Farm Sanctuary
Flying Focus visits a shelter for abused/abandoned farm animals in New York.  VB #29.12 $8

SOS Sarajevo: War Hurts Animals, Too
Yvonne Simmons’ 1997-98 footage of helping war-torn Sarajevo.  VB #30.1 $8

Meet Your Meat
Activists on Farm Animal Awareness week and abuses done to animals who become “dinner.”  VB #26.5 $8

Farn Sanctuary versus Farm Factories
Farm practices seen by an activist, an attorney, and a dairy farmer. [They don’t all agree!] (60 min.) SE #91 $11

Last Chance for Animals (parts 1&2)
Chris DeRose, actor/author/animal activist, on vivisection, drug companies, the FDA, making a difference, and more.  VB #24.12&13 $11

The Link Between Domestic Violence and Animal Abuse
Pamela Frasch of the Animal Legal Defense Fund connects animal & domestic abuse.  VB #23.9 $8

Animal Wrongs (in the Great Northwest)
Protests against McDonald’s, Good Samaritan Hospital cat experiments, Premarin.  VB #21.12 $8

Vegan Cooking (parts 1&2)
Chef prepares meatless/dairyless dishes with “Connie the Cow.”  Lending Library VB #19.12&13 $11

Other Animal Rights titles:
Living with Compassion (VB #100.5)

Animal Rights
Protest at OHSU lab whose animal “research” is considered cruel and unnecessary.  VB #15.7 $8

Exposing Proctor & Gamble’s Animal Torture
Activist describes the mega-corporation’s horrifying animal testing practices.  VB #27.12 $8

It’s A Sign (parts 1&2)
Chimpanzees that use sign language, and the evils of research on animals.  VB #25.4&5 $11

Raining Cats and Dogs
Pet overpopulation: owner of a no-kill shelter, and coordinator of In Defense of Animals.  VB #23.4 $8

Also see: Your Food or Your Car and Factory Farming: The Climate-Diet Connection under “Environmental Justice”

Indigenous Peoples

First Nations & Palestine: The Connection (parts 1&2)
Canadian First Nations activist, Jewish Voice for Peace leader, and N Dakota State U Tribal Studies director note the similarities.  VB #95.4&5 $11

Native Perspectives on Sustainability: Nichole Maher (Tlingit); and Roberta Conner (Cayuse)
Directors of Portland and Pendleton cultural centers on “sustainability,” visions for the future, and getting there.  VB #65.5&66.3 $11

Howard Zinn: 1492-1992
Reclaiming the People’s History
The radical historian on Columbus’ pillage.  (90 min.) Lending Library / Study Guide SE #10 $14

River People
Protecting Fishing Rights at Lyle Point.  VB #9.6 $8

Other Indigenous Peoples’ titles:

Indigenous People’s Conference
Reclaiming religion, language, culture.  VB #4.9 $8

Cello: Protecting Mother Earth SE #37 $11

Thomas Banyacya: Native Rights SE #26 $11
Economic Justice

Women Surviving Homelessness
Author Desiree Hellegers and six formerly homeless narrator-activists at the book release for "No Room of Her Own." [streaming] | VB #84.12&13 $11

David Korten: Creating a New Economy
[parts 1&2] Agenda for a New Economy author describes steps to move from a Wall Street/war to a Main Street/peace economy. | VB #74.3&4 $11

SPP (NAFTA with guns) [parts 1&2]
Activists from Mexico and Canada on harmful effects of NAFTA and plans by multinational corporations to expand through the SPP. | VB #67.10&11 $11

Women Confronting Globalization
[parts 1&2] Latinas on women fighting against corporate globalization and for an economy that respects women's/workers' rights. | VB #58.7&8 $11

Should We Privatize Social Security?
A campaign prior to the privatization scheme's failure; featuring Earl Blumenauer, Mitch Greenlick, Frank Shields, others. | VB #56.13 $8

Perfectly Legal; David Cay Johnston on Regressive Taxes & the Expanding Wealth Gap
[parts 1&2] NYT Times columnist on tax inequalities affecting lower classes. | VB #50.13&51.1 $11

History of the Sustainability Movement in Portland (if there is one)
Eric Malin talks about sustainability's evolution and movement growth. | VB #45.12 $8

Breaking Free from Debt: A Dialogue Between Jubilee North and South
Activists from Africa and the US on why much imposed debt should be cancelled. | VB #44.5 $8

Children as Economic Commodity
[parts 1&2] Rev. Marilyn Sewell on the harm done by marketing to children. | VB #44.8&9 $11

The Politics of Welfare
Kensington Welfare Rights Union activist Cheri Honkala on sit-ins. (5/02) | VB #44.1 $11

Homelessness Marathon--KBOO Radio Portland, February 5, 2002
Fifth annual national program has homeless people, experts and advocates speak out. | VB #43.12 $8

street roots Chapbook Party
Low income artists share poetry and photos at celebration of release of chapbooks. | VB #42.5 $8

Dignity Village: 2001 and Beyond
Villagers and their supporters talk about plans for a permanent, self-designed and run village for the homeless of Portland. | VB #43.13 $8

Haven from the Streets: Benefit for Outside in Musicians join volunteers, staff and clients of one of Portland's most active homeless youth organizations at a benefit show. | VB #35.11 $8

street poetry
[parts 1&2] Portland's homeless & formerly homeless read their poetry at the library. | VB #36.7&8 $11

Protest in Seattle: Resisting the WTO
Labor, environmental, and other activists shut down the World Trade Organization. Y | VB #34.4 $8

50+ Years is Way Too Much
Njoke Njeuh talks about the harmful effects of corporate rule on developing nations. | VB #35.8 &8

People Power vs. Corporate Power
Founder of Alliance for Democracy on giving corporations more rights than people. | VB #35.3 $8

Mergers, Monopoly, and Anti-Trust
[parts 1&2] Corporate watchdog exposes uptick in Clinton Era mergers. | VB #34.10&11 $11

Barlett & Steele: America, What Went Wrong?
Philadephia Inquirer writers speak on the Reagan era. (4/92) | VB #30.9&10-audios/SE #13 $14

Bread & Roses: Women Define Globalization
Women discuss ways the "free market" can be resisted at the grassroots level. | VB #31.5 $8

Brian Tokar: End Corporate Dominance
Environmental activist takes on genetic engineering and multinationals. | VB #31.12 $8

Beyond Corporate Dominance
[parts 1&2] David Korten on the problems caused by corporate power -- and possible solutions. | VB #31.8&10 $11

Buy Nothing Day
[parts 1&2] Protestors denounce rampant consumerism on the year's busiest shopping day. | VB #26.10&11 $11

Noam Chomsky: The Minority of the Opulent
Chomsky shows multinationals magnify protections for upper classes. | (120 min.) ZMI #2.8 $14

Michael Albert: An Alternative Economic Model
Z Magazine editor outlines worker-controlled, humane economic system. (60 min.) SE #68 $11

Other Economic Justice titles:

Remembering Genoa
[parts 1&2] Portland activists describe G-8 protests. | VB #42.13&43.1 $11

Dr. Kevin Danaher: The World Economy, The IMF and the World Bank
Imbalance of power. | VB #17.12 $8

Holly Sklar: Global Corporate Strategies
[120 min.] ZMI #2.3 $11

Voluntary Simplicity (Cecile Andrews)
Ways to cut your lifestyle & save the planet. | VB #7.2 $8

Consumerism in the USA
Are we driven by need or greed? | 2/92 | VB #2.5 $8

Producer or Consumer?
Do you create/produce more than you use? | VB #2.10 $8

NAFTA, Do We Hafta?
Political and union leaders point out pitfalls of "Free Trade." | VB #7.9 $8

Money for Human Needs -- Housing
Inadequate housing creates homelessness. | PAN #10 $11

NAFTA: Mexican Perspectives
[streaming] | SE #39 $11

Don't Mourn, Organize!
Free food for the homeless; labor TV. | VB #2.1 $8

This Mortal coil
Homeless protest; Gulf War one year later. | VB #2.2 $8

Also see:
It's the Economy and What's it Worth? under "Compilation Tapes" and Fighting City Hall: Police Accountability, Homes and Jobs under "Police Accountability"

Nuclear Issues

From Despair to Hope: Hiroshima/Nagasaki 2017
[parts 1&2] From the 1945 atomic bombs to the 2017 UN vote to ban nuclear weapons, looking at progress made in Oregon and globally. | VB #105.4 $11

Hiroshima / Nagasaki 2016: Toward a Nuclear-Free Future
[parts 1&2] Speakers, poetry and music include a Hiroshima survivor's story, Unit Souza drumming, and changing US policy. [streaming] | VB #102.6&7 $11

The Ever-Present Nuclear Threat, 70 Years After Hiroshima
A woman who was a child when the bombs dropped on Japan, a pastor from the Marshall Islands, and more. [streaming] | VB #96.11&12 $11

Hiroshima-Nagasaki-Hanford: A Tragic Connection 2013
[parts 1&2] The Portland commemoration reminds us plutonium for the 1945 Nagasaki bomb was manufactured at Hanford. [streaming] | VB #91.6&7 $11

Hanford, Cancer and Hope
[parts 1&2] Clariss Rogers' view of the ill effects of living downwind of Hanford Nuclear Plant. | VB #89.3&4 $11

Out of the Shadows: Hiroshima Day 2012
[parts 1&2] Artists & speakers on threats posed by nuclear weapons. [streaming] | VB #87.9&10 $11

65 Years Toward a Nuclear Free World: Hiroshima Day 2010
[parts 1&2] Hiroshima survivor, OR State Rep, and others renew the call to end use of nuclear weapons. | VB #76.11&12 $11

A Nuclear Free Future: Hiroshima Day 2009
[parts 1&2] Iran, the United Nations, the story of the Thousand Cranes, and how to make the future nuclear free. | VB #75.8&9 $11

Hiroshima Day 2008: Remembering the Past to Change the Future
[parts 1&2] Author Pamela Vergun, Hanford Challenge's Toni Etzkorn speaks. | VB #68.1&5 $11

Patanse 365: protesting Trident Missiles in Scotland
Women peacefully blockade the British Naval base; militarism, sexism, & global politics; arrested women released from jail. | VB #63.3 $8

Atomic Legacy: Hiroshima Day '99
Elizabeth Furse, a downwinder, and young musical performers oppose nuclear weapons. | VB #33.1 $8

Remembering Hiroshima '98: Take Action!
Former Sen. Mark Hatfield recounts landing in Hiroshima in 1945. | VB #32.4 $8

1996 Hiroshima Day: Downwinders & Peace Awards
Families affected by Hanford's radioactive talk about atomic power's dangers. | VB #24.5 $8

Other Nuclear Issues titles:

Carole Gallagher: American Ground Zero
[parts 1&2] Photos, stories of victims of secret US nuclear testing/experiments. | VB #21.13&22.1 $11

Casey Rudd: Hanford Whistle-Blower
Pitfalls of nuclear waste. (60 min.) SE #56 $11

Paul Koberstein: Media Ties to Hanford
Reporter blasts the lid off rotting storage tanks. (60 min.) SE #42 $11

Stop Nuclear Testing
[parts 1&2] Speakers, activists in Nevada; protesters arrested at the Dept. of Energy. (4/92) | VB #44.11&5 $11

Fusion Confusion
Lloyd Marbet recounts the struggle to close Trojan Nuclear Power Facility. | VB #8.1 $8

Somewhere Over the Rainbow Warrior
[parts 1&2] Greenpeace anti-nuke protest. | VB #10.3&4 $11

Earth Circus (Hundrhythm Monkey)
Stop Nuclear Testing rally in Nevada. | VB #3.11 $8

Nuclear Non Sense
Citizens speak. | VB #5.2 $8

Radioactive Roulette
History of leaks at Hanford waste tanks. | VB #7.4 $8

Close Trojan Initiatives (1992) | VB #2.12 $8

"N" is for Nuclear/"V" is for Veteran
[parts 1&2] Greenpeace anti-nuke protest. | VB #10.3&4 $11

Veterans & Nuclear Issues (6/91)
Vets adrift; Hanford hearings. | PAN #11 $11

Also see:
Hiroshima Day '94: Honoring Peacemakers and Never Again: Remembering Hiroshima 2001 under "War and Peace" and From Hiroshima to Chippas: Two Vigils under "Foreign Affairs/Latin America"
Middle East WILPF Women London 9/06 (parts 1&2) Members at meeting in song, interviews, and presentations to work on resolutions for peace and justice worldwide. BV #62.12&13 $11

We Can Change Anything WILPF members speak about work on the situation in Israel/Palestine; weekly WILPF and Women in Black vigils in Portland. BV #59.6 & $8

In Memory of Palestinian Rights Activist Rachel Corrie (parts 1&2) Craig/Cindy Corrie's daughter helped Palestinians, was killed by an Israeli bulldozer in 2003. BV #55.3 & $11

Breaking Ranks: Israeli Air Force Pilot Refuser Yonatan Shapiro (parts 1&2) Israeli pilot who refused to serve in the occupied territories on human rights. BV #54.12&13 $11

Refuseni!: Israel’s Soldiers of Conscience (parts 1&2) Ex-soldier Peretz Kidron praises Israelis who do not enforce the occupation. BV #52.7&8 $11

A Christian Palestinian View of the Roadmap An Anglican priest from Palestine’s perspective on the Israel/Palestine conflict. BV #49.13 $8

Other Foreign Affairs/Middle East titles:

Kurdish Perspective

Kurdish autonomy, war and human rights in Iraq, Iran, and Turkey. BV #49.1 & $8

Turning Back a New Attack Against Iraq

Portlanders protest US threats (2/98). BV #27.1 & $8

US Propaganda: Iraq in the American Media (Iraq Sanctions Conference ’99 #3)

Iraqi media and its spin on US policy. BV #35.13 & $8

Prof. Richard Garfield: The Oil-for-Food Program (Iraq Sanctions Conference ’99 #2)

Internat. Health Organization membership. BV #5.6 & $8

Dismantling U.S. Sanctions on Iraq (parts 1&2) Iraqi-American and two activists facing U.S. fines, with slides and video. BV #30.7&8 $11

Iraq, Seven Years Later: Eyewitness Accounts (parts 1&2) Footage of Iraq; protests. BV #26.8 & $11

Economic Sanctions, Disarmament, & U.S. Policy in Iraq

World Health Organization report. BV #8.2 & $8

Ramsey Clark: Sanctions & Other Weapons of War

Former US Attorney General, (90 min.). SE #9.14

Also see:

First Nations & Palestine: The Connection

under "Indigenous Peoples"

Iraq Labor Tour Visits Portland under "Workers’ Issues"

Norman Solomon: Media Spin Makes War Easy

under "Media/communications"

Philip Berrigan: Peacemaking in a War-Torn World, Michael Parenti/Hanadi Loubani: Insights on the Gulf War and other programs under "War and Peace" and "Getting Resolutions Passed" (Iraq Sanctions Conference ’99 #1)

under "Systems of Government"

Congo: Dying for Our Convenience (parts 1&2) Congolese Portlnders, presenters at Amnesty Int’l and EcoNvergence discuss devastation that produces electronic "necessities." BV #75.12&13 $11

About "Sweet Cruel" (parts 1&2)

Sandy Cioffit and Tummi Sims discuss their documentary about survival, corruption, greed and armed resistance caused by oil production in the Niger Delta. BV #68.7&8 $11

Support for Women of Africa (parts 1&2)

Women from DR Congo at the 2007 Run for Congo. Women speak about conditions in their country; volunteers from the Women’s Bicycle Project on work in Ghana. BV #66.5 & $11

The Chick Who Always Talks About Atrocities in the Congo at Parties / One Person Can Make a Big Difference

Lisa Shannon creates positive change for women of the Congo who lost family members, experienced rapes and violence. BV #61.13&62.1 $11

A Nonviolent Response to Genocide (parts 1&2)

Professor Elavie Ndura of Burundi on cultural competence; refugees from Somalia escape major violence to work for peace (2/05). BV #61.3 & $11

Peter Storey: Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa (parts 1&2)

S. African Minister/fomer chaplain to Nelson Mandela spoke in June, 2005 on Apartheid and problems in his country. BV #56.2 & $11

Women Working for Peace in Sierra Leone (parts 1&2) Panel about peace efforts in the war-torn African nation. Includes clips from Diamonds, Guns & Race: Sierra Leone & The Women’s Peace Movement. BV #42.8 & $9

Witness for Justice: Sierra Leone

Women in Sierra Leone cope with the hardships of war by coming together and creating their own empowerment center. Y BV #34.6 $8

Rwanda’s Story: Prospects for Reconciliation

Aforum in Portland: Pt. 1 (90 min.); Keynote speaker Robert Dumas; also, Thomas Dart. Pt. 2 (120 min.); Panel discussions and what you can do. § (5/95) SE #80.1 & $14 each or both for $30

Also see: Ken Saro-Wiwa, Nigeria and Big Oil under "Environmental Justice" and "Domestic Violence in Kenya" under "Feminist Issues"

Order 30 minute, 60 minute and longer shows on DVD.
Suggested donation $8-$11-$14.
Brian Willson: Viet Nam Revisited
Air Force veteran/activist describes his 2016 trip, gives a history of Western involvement, and talks of lingering effects. VB #100.10&11 $11

Report from Viet Nam 2015 (parts 1&2)
Oregon and Viet Nam-based activists talk about lingering effects of the war 40 years after it ended. VB #97.10&11 $11

End the Wars: 14 Years in Afghanistan (parts 1&2)
In 2015, Portlnders mobilized to connect issues to the US occupation of Afghanistan that began in 2001. VB #98.5&6 $11

Zaher Wahab: Afghanistan on the Brink (parts 1&2)
In August 2014, a Portland professor who helped found Kabul's American University paints a picture of occupied Afghanistan. VB #92.10&11 $11

Afghanistan 12 Years Later: The Costs of Endless War (parts 1&2)
Afghan peace activists in Kabul spoke via the internet to Portland where others talked about the economy, veterans and drones. VB #90.3&4 $11

Liu Xiaobo and the Nobel Peace Prize
PSU Professor Bruce Gilley talks about China's human rights activist/internationally-known expert dismissed from a military junta that oppressed his people and stripped its environment. VB #59.4 $8

Vietnam and Agent Orange
Two people exposed to Agent Orange on their health & Vietnam's; former Red Cross official on a lawsuit against the chemical's manufacturers. VB #58.5 $8

Human Rights in Focus: East Timor & Burma
Activists Will Seaman (new Singer) and Edith Mirante on the human rights crises caused by military regimes. (10/00) VB #37.12 $8

Tibet in Focus (parts 1&2)
Members of NW Tibetan Cultural Association talk with Amnesty International activist about the human rights crisis. VB #36.10&11 $11

Nike Just Does It to Indonesian Workers
Talks of lingering effects. VB #36.10&11 $11

Peruvian Workers Say Go Home Bush! Peruvians Say Go Home Bush!
Two protests against US global policies as Pres. George W. Bush visited Lima for the APEC conference in November, 2008. VB #70.3&4 $11

From Hiroshima to Chiapas: Two Vigils
50 years after the bombing of Japan, activists remember; a new offensive against Zapastistas inspires Portland. VB #18.3 $8

¡Nosotros Somos Marcos! (We Are All Marcos!): Chiapas Solidarity Rally
Portlnders outraged that Chase Bank and the US seek to “eliminate” the Zapatistas. VB #14.8 $8

Penny Lane: Mexico After Salinas
Activist back from tumultous country gives informative talk. (60 min.) SE #60 $10

Pena Experimental: Culture & Activism
Chiapas Urgent Call shows understanding cultures leads to social justice. VB #11.12 $8

Chiapas: Untold Stories
Co-founder of Havana's Felix Varela Institute on US-Cuba relations. (90 min.) SE #36 $14

Cuba, Si, Bloqueo, No! (3rd Friendshipship to Cuba)
From Hiroshima to Chiapas: Two Vigils; Co-founder of Havana's Felix Varela Institute on US-Cuba relations. (90 min.) SE #36 $14

Puerto Rico: Territory, State or Independent?
A Puerto Rican resident discusses the options. (July ’92) VB #8.6 $8

ISLANDS IN THE VIDEO STREAM:
Cuba, Haiti and the US Media (11/94)
Analysis of crises portrayed by the US mainstream media, viewing Cuba and Haiti in historical context. Produced by the entire Collective. Lending Library/Study Guide VB #13.4&6 $11

Other Foreign Affairs/Latin America titles
Cubans Speak: on Sanctions, Sovereignty & Solidarity
[U.S. embargo on Cuba, 2000] (30 min.) CUB $10.00 $8

Harry Belafonte Speaks on Cuba
A 1993 plea to end the US embargo. VB #10.2 $8

Remembering Sara
FFVC recalls Cuban-born Sara Rivero's enthusiasm, activism, warmth & humor. VB #16.10 $8

Caribbean Crossings
SE #65 $11

Flying Focus Video with Deep Dish TV: Why Should I Worry About Cuba? (120 min.) SE #15 $14

Fidel at the UN, Rallies & the Mainstream Media
SB #11.4 $11

Back from Bosnia ‘98: 4th Peace Journey (parts 1&2)
Yvonne Simmons shows video of 10 months' work with women, children, and animals in post-war Bosnia. VB #28.13&29.1 $11

Back from Bosnia: Peace Journey 2
PBS “Journey” in Bosnia, where Yvonne Simmons describes harrowing and uplifting experiences in war-torn Sarajevo 1995. VB #16.12&13 $11

Graduation for a Smart Bomb
‘Smartie’ the smart bomb was used in Bosnia. Info on the situation and arms trade. VB #17.3 $8

Truth and Consequences: USA & Bosnia
American peace-maker who escaped the war in Bosnia. VB #16.2 $8

Dedicated to the Women of Former Yugoslavia
Croatia: Women War Victims; Serbia: Women in Black. Lending Library/Study Guide VB #10.13 $8

There are Peaceeniks in Former Yugoslavia
In Serbia and Croatia, those who are against war speak out. (1/94) VB #10.5 $8

Menwthill Women's Peace Camp: Menwith Hill II
Women still opposing the U.S.' top secret spybase in England. VB #18.7 $8

Menwith Hill (Village Neighbors #1)
British women's group on the largest American spybase outside the U.S. (Menwith Hill, England)-part of Project Echelon. VB #6.9 $8

Other Foreign Affairs/EUROPE titles
Ireland: The Peace Process (1996) VB #18.11 $8

Mairead Keane Visits Portland Again (1994)
(60 min.) SE #50 $11

Former Yugoslavia: Is Peace Possible?
(60 min.) SE #23 $14

Bernadette Devlin McAliskey: Irish Activist
(60 min.) SE #44 $11

Free the H-Block 3 (60 min.) SE #32 $11

What's Up in Former Yugoslavia? VB #8.12 $8

Also see:
SOS Sarajevo: War Hurts Animals, Too under “Animal Rights” and
Faslane 365: Protesting Trident Missiles in Scotland under “Nuclear Issues”
Environmental Justice

Factory Farming: The Climate-Diet Connection (parts 1 & 2)

How the modern commodity of meat contributes to climate change. [SE #107.13-108.1] $11

Water is Life: Pipeline Protest 11/16

Portlanders show solidarity with water protectors in Standing Rock. [VB #106.12] $8

Shades of Green Burial

Eco-mortician/ "Green Reaper" Elizabeth Fournier shares info about natural burial. [VB #105.11] $10

Mitigating Climate Change (parts 1 & 2)

Michael Toman of the World Bank about technology and emissions reductions. [VB #101.10] $11

The End of the World as We Know It

Dr. Guy McPherson on Earth's recent phase of rapid warming. [streaming] [VB #89.10] $11

Youth Climate Change and the Dakota Rail (parts 1 & 2)

Journalist about drastic change, teen essay writers read their writings. [VB #100.12] $11

Erich Brockovich: Environmental Organizing in Portland (parts 1 & 2)

Consumer advocate and others focus on toxins in Portland and how the community can fight for clean-up. [streaming] [VB #99.10] $11

What is Community Solar Power? (parts 1 & 2)

Experts explain how neighbors can cooperate to generate renewables. [VB #98.11] $11

Climate Action Ride

Cyclists participating in a ride to push City Council to step up on climate justice. [VB #96.98] $11

Eating for the Planet (parts 1 & 2)

Farm Animal Protection's Paul Shapiro on why plants based diet matters. [streaming] [VB #98.5] $8

Sierra Club: Coal to Clean Energy (parts 1 & 2)

Kicking off the effort for an Oregon free of coal-sourced electricity. [VB #93.10] $8

Making Brownfields Green (parts 1 & 2)

How to deal with abandoned properties that may have been contaminated by prior use. [VB #90.85] $11

Oil Spill Update (parts 1 & 2)

Black Tide activist Antonio Juhasz on damage to the Gulf of Mexico, workers and the planet. [VB #81.34] $11

Cell Phones, What Can They Hurt? (parts 1 & 2)

Journalist about the dangers of cell phones and the making of his film "Full Signal." [VB #80.6] $8

Better Living Show

Interviews with 2009 participants on electric cars, solar panels, and elephant poo paper. [VB #76.9] $11

In Quest of a Smaller Footprint (parts 1 & 2)

Alternatives to gas guzzlers: OR Electric Vehicle Association, electric bike store. [VB #77.2] $11

Your Food or Your Car? (parts 1 & 2)

Environmental damage from meat/dairy vs. caused by transportation. [VB #73.12] $11

Sustainability and Justice Out of Crisis

Oregon leaders talk about systems that create social inequities and alternatives. [VB #72.9] $8

Greener Homes and Gardens (parts 1 & 2)

Biofuels, eco-businesses, natural building, alternative energy, more. [VB #60.8] $11

Last Child in the Woods

Journalist Richard Louv on how society alienates us from nature and how to remedy it. [VB #59.12] $11

Oregon Biodiesel Workshop

Loren Fennell shows biodiesel can power vehicles and end dependence on petroleum. [VB #54.10] $11

Derrick Jensen: The Culture of Make Believe (parts 1 & 2)

Controversial author on philosophy, pacifism, sustainable technology. [VB #50.5] $11

Julia Butterfly Hill: Stewardship of the Earth

After a 2-year tree sit, Hill encourages lowering consumption to protect the planet. [VB #46.1] $8

Ken Sano-Wi, Nigeria, and Big Oil

Son of the activist killed by Nigeria's military on companies plundering that country's oil. [VB #42.8] $11

Eldridge Cleaver at Earth Day '98 (parts 1 & 2)

Cleaver's last appearance before he died shows a man respectful of all living things. [VB #27.9] $11

Judi Bari reads from "Timber Wars"

Earth First activist on risks of bringing environmental and labor groups together (9/96). [VB #20.12] $11

Forest Gumption (parts 1 & 2)

"Lawless logging" prompts action in the forest and at the state capitol. [VB #17.10] $11

Solar Powered Boy

A tour of Lloyd Marbet's sun-powered trailer home. [Lending Library / Study Guide] [VB #8.5] $8

Clayoquot Sound, not Clearcut Sound!

Friends who work to save Canada's largest rainforest. [Lending Library / Study Guide] [VB #10.9] $11

Critical Mass: Bike Riding in Portland

People's bike rally interrupted by police while they made the shows they did, covering episodes #101.11-105.4. [VB #105.7] $8

TWENTY-SIXTH BUSIVERSARY (16-17)

Producers and a videographer speak about why they made the shows they did, covering episodes #101.11-105.4. [VB #105.8] $8

TWENTY-FIFTH BUSIVERSARY (15-16)

A look back at the first 24 years, and producers come on screen to share longer clips from the 2015-2016 season (VB #97.11) - 101.4. [VB #101.8] $8

TWENTY-FOURTH BUSIVERSARY (14-15)

"Behind the scenes" of episodes #93.10-97.3; topics include war and peace, vegetarian diets, and First Nations struggles. [VB #97.6] $8

TWENTY THIRD BUSIVERSARY (13-14)

Clips from VB episodes #89.11-93.3 focusing on the environment, racial justice, education, war and peace, animal rights and more. [VB #93.6] $8

TWENTY SECOND BUSIVERSARY (12-13)

12 clips introduced by Flying Focus participants, covering VBs #85.11-89.4, focusing on racism, justice system and peace issues. [VB #89.7] $8

TWENTY-FIRST BUSIVERSARY (11-12)

Civil liberties, gentrification and more in excerpts from 12 shows (VB #81.11-85.4). [VB #85.7] $8

TWENTIETH BUSIVERSARY (10-11)

A look back at FFV's first 20 years, followed by 14 clips from VBs #77.11-81.4. [VB #81.8] $11

NINETEENTH BUSIVERSARY (90-'91)

Producers talk about various topics reflected in clips from VBs #73.12-77.5. [VB #77.8] $9

EIGHTEENTH BUSIVERSARY (88-'89)

Producers and video volunteers introduce short clips from VBs #69.12-73.4. [VB #73.8] $9

SEVENTEENTH BUSIVERSARY (87-'88)

Volunteers introduce clips from 14 shows (episodes #65.12-69.5). [VB #69.8] $11

SIXTEENTH BUSIVERSARY (06-'07)

Reviewing 14 programs (VB #61.11-65.5) produced Nov. 2006-Nov. 2007. [VB #65.8] $11

FIFTEENTH BUSIVERSARY (05-'06)

Summary of FFV’s first 14 years precedes info on programs #57.11-61.4. [VB #61.8] $11

Other Retrospectives

FOURTEENTH BUSIVERSARY (04-'05)

Clips from episodes #53.12 to 57.5 look back at Flying Focus’ weekly series. [VB #57.8] $11

THIRTEENTH BUSIVERSARY (03-'04)

Producers and volunteers introduce clips from program #49.12-53.6. [VB #53.8] $11

TWELFTH BUSIVERSARY (02-'03)

From behind the scenes, producers introduce clips of Video Bus episodes #45.12-49.5. [VB #49.8] $11

ELEVENTH BUSIVERSARY (01-'02)

Context for segments highlighting Video Bus episodes #41.11-45.5. [VB #45.8] $11

TENTH BUSIVERSARY (99-'00)

Clips from the first decade of educational videos (1991-2000) and episodes #37.11-41.5. [VB #41.8] $11

NINTH BUSIVERSARY (99-'00)

Volunteers cover Video Bus episodes #33.11-36.6. [VB #36.8] $11

EIGHTH BUSIVERSARY (98-'99)

Flying Focus producers introduce clips from Video Bus episodes #29.12-33.5. [VB #33.8] $11

SEVENTH BUSIVERSARY (97-'98)

Producers and associates introduce clips from VBs #25.11-29.7. [VB #29.8] $11

SIXTH BUSIVERSARY (96-'97)

Clips from episodes #21.12-25.5. [VB #25.8] $11

FIFTH BUSIVERSARY (95-'96)

Clips from years 1-4 episodes #17.10-21.7. [VB #21.8] $11

FOURTH BUSIVERSARY (94-'95)

Intro, testimonials, and clips; episodes #13.19-17.5. [VB #17.8] $11

THIRD BUSIVERSARY (93-'94)

Introductory information to clips from episodes #9.11-13.6. [VB #13.7] $11

SECOND BUSIVERSARY (92-'93)

Clips from episodes #7.11-9.10. [VB #9.8] $11

FIRST BUSIVERSARY (91-'92)

Anthology of subjects covered on Video Bus #1.1-5.8. [VB #5.8] $8

Note: As of 9/11/18 Busiversaries 1-24 are streaming.
War and Peace

Current Wars, New Wars, Street Wars-'07-'17 (parts 1&2)
Five panelists look at America's seven ongoing foreign wars, three possible new conflict zones, and struggles in the streets at home. streaming/ VB #106.4&5 $11

US Wars, Climate Change & the Economy (parts 1&2)
Panelists connect US militarism to environmental and economic issues, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Israel/Palestine. ▶ VB #94.13/95.1 $11

David Swanson: Ending War (parts 1&2)
The prominent peace activist and author persuasively lays out his rationale, history, and philosophy: that war is illegal. VB #90.11&12 $11

Oregonians Expose U.S. Drone Strikes in Pakistan (parts 1&2)
Four people from Oregon report on a 2012 trip to NW Pakistan under bombardment by US "unmanned aerial vehicles." VB #86.2&3 $11

How Can We Create a Nuclear Free World?: Hiroshima Day 2011 (parts 1&2)
Info, music and poetry include Kathy Kelly, Veterans for Peace, a Hiroshima survivor, and a song from the Slants. streaming/ ▶ VB #87.13&88.1 $11

Oreganians Expose U.S. Drone Strikes in Pakistan (parts 1&2)
Four people from Oregon report on a 2012 trip to NW Pakistan under bombardment by US "unmanned aerial vehicles." VB #86.2&3 $11

Kathy Kelly: War and Peace in Afghanistan (parts 1&2)
Nobel Peace Prize nominee on the impact of the US war and occupation of Afghanistan, with videos, and a call to action. VB #80.12&13 $11

Iraq 8 Years Later: How is the War Ending for You? (parts 1&2)
Speakers connect the economic crisis with US military actions in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan; music, and a march. VB #79.7&8 $11

Iraq, 6 Years Later: Stop the Wars at Home and Abroad-- March 15, 2009 (parts 1&2)
Speakers, music and marching at the Salem, OR state capitol, covering Iraq, the National Guard, immigration rights, more. VB #71.10&11 $11

Jeremy Schahil: Blackwater (parts 1&2)
Investigative journalist/best-selling author speaks about problems caused by the "World's Most Powerful Mercenary Army." VB #69.12&13 $11

9/11, Five Years Later: America’s Foreign and Domestic Ramifications (parts 1&2)
September 11th Families, Afghan-American professor, peace activist, ACLU staffer, & Somali immigrant speak. VB #65.1&2 $11

Portland Clerics for Peace
Four ministers and a rabbi speak out against the war in Iraq at a news conference in Portland, March 2006. VB #60.11 $8

Exposing Human Rights Violations in Iraq and the "War on Terror" Soldier says Iraqi officials "disappear" prisoners; journalist on press hypocrisy. VB #60.1 $8

Albany, Oregon: Two Peace Actions 2005
Military Families rally to bring the troops home; NW Vets for Peace in Veterans Day parade with mixed reactions. VB #58.10 $8

War, Peace and the Media
Author Jack Duvall asserts violent revolutions do not lead to free societies, while nonviolent struggles have far greater success. VB #53.1 $8

Let's Dare Make Peace: Report on Women in Black's 2003 Conference
Yvonne Simmons joined women speaking about countries at war, suffering the aftermath of war, and causing war. VB #50.11 $8

Health Effects of Depleted Uranium
Retired army Major Doug Rohke on DU munitions and the Army’s campaign of denial. ▶ VB #49.11 $8

Conscience Calls to Action (2003)
Civil disobedience hours before the US attacked Iraq. Frank Fromherz, who lost his job for his anti-war stance, gives context. VB #47.4 $8

March 15 Peace March
Speakers and music from Portland’s 30,000+ person march on the same screen. (90 min.)SE #100 $14

Oreganians Speak Out for Peace (parts 1&2)
Interviews, speakers, and images from Oct. 2002 rally with a diverse crowd of 10,000 people who marched through Portland. VB #45.4&5 $11

Kelly Campbell: September 11 Families for Peace (parts 1&2)
Relative of a 9-11 victim explains efforts to oppose military responses, shows slides of trip to meet Afghan war victims. VB #44.10&11

Peace Through Justice
Celebrating peace, condemning US policy, and voicing hope at protest against the bombing of Afghanistan in October, 2001. VB #41.5 $8

Genocide and Humanitarian Intervention
Bill Schulz of Amnesty International discusses human rights issues (10/00). VB #37.12 $8

Philip Berrigan: Peacemaking in a War-Torn World
The late ex-priest on U.S. military manipulations against Iraq and Yugoslavia. VB #33.11 $8

Children's Peace Fair
Music and puppetry prove children can have fun without violence or competition. VB #27.1 $8

A Musical Peace
Activists and children sing at Portland rallies and at the dedication of a Peace Pole. VB #24.10 $8

1997 Peace and Justice Fair
80 organizations tabling at the Memorial Day event, with musical interludes. VB #23.12 $8

Barbara Ehrenreich: War and Society
Media critic on theories about war’s persistance as an institution despite “civilization.” (90 min.) Lending Library / Study Guide ZMI #1.11 $14

Michael Parenti & Hanadi Loubani: Insights on the Gulf War (3/91)
Political scientist and Palestinian activist analyze the war. (120 min.) SE #6 $14

Other War and Peace titles:
Peace Fest 2001
Compassionate listening, valuing differences and team building to create peace. VB #41.1 $8

Never Again: Remembering Hiroshima 2001
Anti-nuclear activist Lloyd Marbet speaks. Aurora Chorus sings at annual event. VB #41.1 $8

Hiroshima Day ’94: Honoring Peacemakers
Event features Native drumming, high school peacemakers, and young band. (60 min.) SE #71 $11

Sowing Deadly Seeds: Global Armes Proliferation
Landmines, weapons, Test Ban Treaty. (60 min.) SE #70 $11

Stop the Killing
Gulf War, abortion clinic violence. VB #14.7 $8

Peace Issues ’93
OR PeaceWorks: Hanford, NAFTA. VB #6.13 $8

Fairly Peaceful, Fairly Just: 1994 Peace & Justice Fair
Speakers & singers enlighten. (60 min.) SE #75 $11

Music of the Peace & Justice Fair (1993)
Music&speakers at activist gathering. ▶ VB #7.10 $8

Peace & Justice Fair (1992)
VB #4.8 $8

Vets Travel
Veterans back to Vietnam and visiting Cuba. VB #11.10 $8

Risks of War Tax Resistance
National resisters on paying taxes one’s conscience allows. (90 min.) Lending Library/Study Guide SE #31 $14

Leading Questions
War & peace on-the-street interviews. VB #2.9 $8

Anne Frank in Today’s World/On the Edge
Anne Frank exhibit; Nevada Test Site. VB #5.12 $8

Feb 16, 1991: Anti-War March & Rally PAN #11

Ramsay Clark: "Nowhere To Hide" PAN #6 $11

Also see: Creating Enemies under "Organizing for Change" and various titles under "Foreign Affairs"

Flying Focus Video Collective

Check the Flying Focus Website: www.flyingfocus.org

Watch the Flying Focus Videos Bus every Friday, 6:30 PM, Ch. 11 Portland

Watch for info on lending library locations and for additional available titles!

Check showtimes for our weekly cable access shows and upcoming episode information!

Our online catalog includes dozens of titles not in this hard copy, as well as longer descriptions for many shows. Also, check for catalog updates!

Donate online securely through Network for Good

Network for Good

Securely through the Donation Center, has been put and shown at occasion and cost for social change.


Return to the Flying Focus Catalog!
Civil Rights

Portland Celebrates Refugees & Immigrants (parts 1&2) One event features Bollywood dance, and a play about refugees; a second shows the Pan African Festival of Oregon. VB #107.5&6 $11

GEO 1096: Japanese-American Internment, 75 Years Later (parts 1&2) Over 100,000 Americans were put in internment camps. Family members of internees and activists connect 1942 to 2017. VB #103.11&12 $11

Prisoners’ Advice: Dedicate Your Life (parts 1&2) Political prisoners like Jalil Mantaqin and folks who well know the cost & benefits of the struggle. VB #101.1&2 $11

Kevin Boyle: Housing Discrimination (parts 1&2) Professor analyzes a home purchase in the 1920s as evidence the Civil Rights Movement did not affect the north and south equally. VB #88.9&9 $11

Trevor Aaronson: Manufacturing Terrorism (parts 1&2) Comparing Portland’s FBI fake bomb plot to similar schemes around the US. VB #86.10&11 $11

Our Streets: The Police, The Public & The Law (parts 1&2) Americans’ rights to gather in public and how police curtail those rights, including people experiencing homelessness. VB #84.9&9 $11

Minority Profiling 101 (parts 1&2) Andrea Ritchie explains criminalizing LGBTQ people was key to colonialism and shows how it continues. Lending Library VB #83.5&6 $11

Interment of Japanese Americans: Civil Liberties in Wartime (parts 1&2) 70 years later, Dr. David Adler analyzes policies that led to the forcible removal of Japanese American citizens from their homes. VB #83.9&10 $11

Civil Liberties 2011: Can We Be Safe and Free? (parts 1&2) Threats caused by American policies of torture, drone killings, extraordinary rendition, warrantless wiretaps, and political surveillance. VB #83.1&2 $11

Portland Black Panthers and the Media (parts 1&2) The NW History Network hears about the biased treatment in the 1960s in local newspapers and television. VB #78.12&13 $11

David Hilliard & the Black Panthers (parts 1&2) Former Panther co-leader on social programs, international connections, empowerment work, and persecution by the FBI. VB #79.3&4 $11

Civil Rights 2009: Are We Still At Risk? (parts 1&2) Presenters describe threats to civil liberties despite steps to reverse policies of the eight years after 9/11. VB #73.2&3 $11

Guantanamo: Democracies and Detainees (parts 1&2) Panel reflects on legal and human rights issues at Guantanamo prison. VB #67.6&7 $11

Lyne Stewart: Attorney on Trial (parts 1&2) Accused of aiding terrorists, the former attorney gives her inside view. VB #64.6&7 $11

The Civil Rights Movement, Then and Now (parts 1&2) Rep. John Lewis on the movement and the need to end war. VB #48.5&6 $11

Convicted in the Womb (parts 1&2) Activist Carl Upchurch (1950-2003) from prisonerto peace maker. Lending Library VB #47.12&13 $11

Marian Wright Edelman: Defending Our Children (parts 1&2) Child advocate on improving conditions in the U.S. (Feb. 2002) VB #43.8&9 $11

Christian Parenti: The Effects of Sept. 11 (parts 1&2) Post-9/11 civil rights crackdown and US involvement in Afghanistan. VB #43.4&5 $11

Prisons for Profit (parts 1&2) Panelists compare America’s system to slavery, as corporations exploit incarcerated “workers” and prisons privatize. (60 min.) SE #96 $11

Organizing in Oppressed Communities (parts 1&2) Cecilia Rodriguez on assisting oppressed people to achieve meaningful change. VB #31.2 $8

Ramona Africa: On MOVE, Mumia, and Political Prisoners (parts 1&2) Calls for release of political prisoners, end to capitalism and abusive cops. VB #28.7&8 $11

Walking & Shopping (parts 1&2) Pedestrian Civil Liberty claims assaulters’ rights. PCUN boycotts supermarket. VB #11.3 $8

Other Civil Rights titles:

I.N.S. Forum (Nov. 5, 1997) (parts 1&2) Abuse of rights by law enforcement described by immigrant communities. VB #25.12&13 $11

Justice for Just Us (parts 1&2) Mumia Abu-Jamal and Judi Bari publicly expose government wrong-doing against them. VB #16.6 $8

Portlanders Protest Terrorism (parts 1&2) Supporters demonstrate support Earth First! Judi Bari and Tax Resistors point out use of Tax money for war. Lending Library / Study Guide VB #15.10 $8

Activists Consider Counter-Terrorism Legislation (1995) (parts 1&2) Measures adopted after Oklahoma City. VB #15.12&13 $11

No More Prisons (parts 1&2) Author William Upski Wimsatt on the prison industry and “cool rich kids.” VB #38.3&4 $11

Crime Bill ’94: Local & National Repercussions (parts 1&2) VB #12.7 $8

Hemp and Freedom (parts 1&2) Industrial and medical uses of hemp; Street Bytes on Freedom of Speech. VB #16.11 $8

Drug Forum (parts 1&2) Panelists discuss the fallacy of the “War on Drugs” (135 min.) SE #21 $11

Police Accountability

Portland: Get Back Out of the New Terror Task Force (parts 1&2) Former FBI agent and others discuss why Portland Police should not work with the Joint Terrorism Task Force. /streaming/ VB #107.9&10 $11


Police Presence During Mental Health Crisis: Help or Hindrance? (parts 1&2) Ways to humanely assist those in crisis through the lens of mental health professionals who partner with police agencies. /streaming/ VB #104.10&11 $11

Marching for Justice, Equality, and Police Reform (parts 1&2) Jan. 2017: police violence in Portland and a federal government that threatens the civil liberties of many communities. /streaming/ VB #104.6&7 $11

Tased and Confused: Civilian Oversight in Portland 2017 (parts 1&2) City Council considers whether an officer was in policy using a Taser six times on a man with mental health issues. /streaming/ VB #103.3&4 $11

Black and Blue in Portland (parts 1&2) Karen Gibson and Leanne Serbul moved Portland 1964-1965. /streaming/ VB #94.2&5 $11

From Ferguson to Portland: Race and Police Accountability (parts 1&2) St. Louis Pastor Robert White about protests in Ferguson; local activists update the community on Portland Police. /streaming/ VB #94.9&6 $11

Fighting City Hall: Police Accountability, Homes and Jobs (parts 1&2) Moms takes on police brutality at review board; activists demand jobs and housing. VB #92.65 $8

Rudeness or Racial Profiling?: Portland’s Police Review Board 2013 (parts 1&2) Citizen Review Committee hearing about a man profiled by a cop. VB #88.12&13 $11

Portland’s Police Review Board: 2007 Check-In (parts 1&2) A man and a cop tell of when the officer stopped for coffee while the man went to Detroit. VB #64.2&3 $11

Community Dialogue on Racial Profiling (parts 1&2) Police & citizens in NE Portland on their experiences on the street. VB #60.13&11 $11

The Community and the Portland Police 2003 (parts 1&2) March for Kendra James, shootings report, City Council considers whether an officer was in policy using a Taser six times on a man with mental health issues. /streaming/ VB #59.4&5 $11

Is Portland’s ‘Joint Terrorism Task Force’ Necessary? Activists on the FBI’s history of spying; police and FBI at City Council. (Aug. 2001) VB #40.11 $8

Other Police Accountability titles:

2004 National Conference on Police Accountability (Portland, OR, October, 2004)

Part 1: Portland’s Police-Community Relations
Local activists on racism and shootings in Portland. SE #100.1 $11

Part 2: Police Shootings; Racial Profiling; Case-Based Work & Copwatch Organizing SE #100.2 $14

Part 3: Increasing Police Powers; Homeless Communities; Women of Color and LGBT Individuals SE #101.3 $14

Part 4: Police Unions; Police Review Boards; Academic Response to Police Violence SE #101.4 $14

Part 5: Tasers; Faith Organizing; Restorative Justice Models; Candlelight Vigil/Walk SE #101.5 $14

(SE #84.1-5 available as a set of 5 for $55)

Marleen Wallingford in “Portland: Get Back Out of the Terror Task Force” (VB #107.9&10)

1995 National Conference on Police Accountability (parts 1-5) (Chicago, IL, October, 1995)

Criminalization of Youth, Media, Police “Unions.” (Write for listings of each 60 minute tape) (SE #84.1-5 $11 each or 3 for $35)

1994 National Conference on Police Accountability (parts 1-4) (Santa Fe, NM, October 1994)

§ (Write for listings of each 60 minute tape) (SE #72.1-4 $11 ea. or 4 for $35)

1993 National Conference on Police Accountability (parts 1-3) (Irving, TX, November, 1993)

§ (Write for listings of each 60 minute tape) (SE #44.1-3 $11 ea. or 3 for $25)

Racial Profiling: The Case of Dora McCrae (parts 1&2) African-American grandmother pulled from her car at a traffic stop (2001). VB #83.12&13 $11

Police Investigating Police? Portland’s Review Board Feb. 2001 A case involving a foot chase and pepper spray. VB #83.7 $8

Civilians Find Police Out of Line (1997) Off-duty officer and his neighbor. VB #24.2 $8

Portland’s Police Review Board at Work: A Rare Case (June, 1996) Police took a teen from school without notifying parents. VB #20.2 $8

When Police Kill: Three Parents Speak Out Parents of shooting victims in Oakland, Berkeley and Santa Fe tell how and why they work for justice. Lending Library / Study Guide VB #14.9 $8


Police Reform/Civilian Review VB #4.7 $8

Michael Zinzun: Roots of the LA Rebellion Former Black Panther’s fiery analysis. SE #83.10 $14

Blame it on the 60’s Portland rallies after the Rodney King verdict. VB #3.9 $8
How ALEC Writes Our Rights Away
(par 1&2) The workings of the American Legislative Exchange Council and how to take control from the right-wing, ruthless group. VB #98.1&2 $11

Dismantling Corporate Rule
Author Paul Cienfuegos encourages asserting authority over corporate entities. VB #76.3 $8

Ralph Nader Discusses the Election
(October 26, 2008) (par 1&2) The activist discusses human rights, wars, the environment, and more. VB #71.2&3 $11

Noam Chomsky: Class War: Global Exploitation and the Grassroots Response
At PSU, the noted analyst brings hard-to-find facts, a somber warning, and a message of hope. $ (1995) Lending Library (120 min.) SE #80 $14

Barbara Ehrenreich: The Armed Forces of Government
Ehrenreich examines spending on military, police and prisons. § (75 min.) ZMI #2.1 $14

Noam Chomsky: Truisms of U.S. Foreign & Economic Policy
Political analyst answers questions about "Gulf War," Latin America, more. § (80 min.) ZMI #2.5 $14

Michael Parenti, PhD: Democracy, State Power & The Myth of Capitalism Triumphant
Author/political scientist on spin-doctoring. (10/91) (80 min.) Lending Library/Study Guide SE #12 $14

Protest in L.A.: Unmasking the 2000 Democratic Convention
1000s on the streets demanded economic/environmental justice and human rights. VB #37.2 $8

Getting Resolutions Passed
(Iraq Sanctions Conference '99 #1) Panel talks about elected officials taking a stand on sanctions. VB #34.8 $8

Corporate Dominance of the Initiative Process
(Par 1&2) How Oregon's unique democratic process is bought and sold. VB #33.2&3 $11

Jim Hightower: "You Want Class War?"
featuring Angels: the Next Generation
Acerbic radio commentator on politics; Angels sing satiric songs (1998). (90 min.) SE #94 $14

Howard Zinn: The Use and Abuse of History
(par 1&2) Class consciousness and struggles of the past and the present. VB #29.4$5 $11

Anarchy in the USA:
Violent Myths, Positive Visions (par 1&2)
Believers in community decision-making debunk public perceptions. VB #15.4&5 $11
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The Flying Focus Video Collective

ORDER FORM 2018-2021*

Your Name/Organization: ____________________________

Address: ___________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ____________________________________

Telephone, E-mail: _________________________________

Program ID # | DVD or VHS | Title/Description | Quantity | Donation Amount | Postage & Handling: $4.00 | Additional donation: ____________________________

| TOTAL DONATION: ____________________________ |

*Include $3 for a full copy of the 2018-2021 catalog

Order DVDs (or VHS tapes) for the same suggested donation: $8 for 30 minute shows, $11 for one hour shows, $14 for longer shows. Streaming rights for full-length shows are available for $75 for individuals/non-profits or $125 for larger institutions.

Send your order and donation to:

Flying Focus Video Collective
3439 NE Sandy Blvd PMB #248
Portland, OR 97232 USA

(503) 321-5051 (voicemail)
(503) 239-7456 (office)
ffvc@flyingfocus.org (e-mail)
http://www.flyingfocus.org (web site)

The Flying Focus Video Collective

Guide to approximate production dates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Che’s Lounge® “P” is for Perception (CL)
(July-October, 1991, 1 hour, $11)

Peace Action Network (PAN)
(January-June, 1991; 1 hour, $11)

Prices listed are suggested donations.
Flying Focus depends entirely on your support, so please be generous!
Our suggested donations are the same since 2010, while production and other costs have gone up.

We hope you will let us know what you think of our shows.
For postage, include $4 for the first two shows, add $1 per show after that.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS:

Schools, groups and individuals are welcome to negotiate alternative arrangements for donations.

TEACHERS: Contact us if you wish to present (or want us to present) our programs for your class.
Some programs have accompanying Study Guides.

ACCESS PRODUCERS: We can make copies for playback. Some formats may cost extra. After you show our tapes in your area, please consider “bicycling” (passing them on from place to place).

PUBLIC SHOWINGS: We encourage public screenings with or without discussion...but please contact us in advance for scheduling, publicity, etc.

SPONSOR A VIDEO!
If you order a video and don’t need to keep it, but think it should be at a lending library, you can be its sponsor! Your generosity will allow others access to hard-to-find materials.

STREAMING RIGHTS: To enable entire programs to be on the internet for all to view, secure streaming rights for $75 (individuals/non-profits) or $125 (larger institutions).

AUDIO: We can make audio of any of our programs available for a donation of $2 less than the video.